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Dealing with data is arguably the challenge of our times. The aim is to tease as much 

information as we can from the available data related to a particular physical situation. This 

can be in the service of making predictions about how that system will behave in the future, 

or in understanding its inner workings. The burgeoning area of data science tends to 

emphasize the profusion of data and downplay their provenance. But data come from distinct 

sources, and that matters. There are data from computational runs of models based on 

underlying physical laws and data from observations in the real world. Both understanding 

and prediction are significantly enhanced if these are treated as different sources of 

information. Data assimilation (DA) is the mathematical subject that takes this viewpoint and 

has the objective of gaining optimal information by combining the data from these sources in 

intelligent ways. At the core of DA lies a tension between nonlinearity and dimension. Most 

approaches have been developed to work in general and thus ignore the potential advantages 

presented by the structure of a particular physical situation. I will look at this issue in the 

context of assimilation into ocean and se-ice models. 
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